
IV. Prototype Observations 

JV. I Preliminary Considerations 

Measurements of radiation-belt particle fluxes often reveal temporal 
variations that arc unaccompanied by comparable variations of the 
local geomagnd ic field. T hese temporal variations definitely ind iratc 
violation of one or more of the adiabatic invariants. For example, 
following large enhancements in intensity above the mean level character
istic of a specific particle energy, drift shell, and pitch angle, particle 
fluxes often exhibit an approximately exponential decay, apparently 
caused by pitch-u11yle dij]i1sio11 into the loss cone. {Pitch-angle diffusion 
violates the first and/or second adiabatic invariant) Large dcpktions 
of flux (resulting from nonadiabatic processes that opcrah: during sub
storms) often are erased in time by a diffusive excha nge of trapp1..'CI 
particles among drift shells. T his latter process. known as radial dilfi1sion. 
can be identified with violation of the third invariant. 

lt must be presumed that pitch-angle scattering and cross-L diffusion 
do not terminah.: after attainment of a steady state in the radiation-belt 
flux distribution. Rather. these invaria nt-violating processes undoubtedly 
persist (perhap~ with modified intensity) as permanent phenomena of 
radiation-belt d yna mies. Th us, obscrva lion oft he stead )'-!.la le n ux d i!.tri
bution reveals spatial structures that can be considered to arise from 
a dynamical balance among competing nonadiabatic source and loss 
processes. 

T he obs<.:rvations considered in the present chapter include examples 
from b.oth of the genera l categorii.::s outlined above, i. I! .• temporally 
varying and temporally static. Some of the particle observations reveal 
drift-phase organi:t.a tion (<i cons<X!uence of processes tha L violate only 
the third adiabatic invariant). D rift-phase organization is ma nifested 
in the common occurrence of "d rift-periodic echoes" in energet ic proton 
a nd electron fluxes. Such events demonstrate that radial difTusion must 
occur. Examples of the electromagnetic and electrostatic disturbances 
apparently responsible for the various dynamical processes have also 
yielded to direct observa tion in recent years. These observations, when 
made in coincidence with measured temporal variations of the particle 
fluxes. indicate (for example) that particle-precipitation events arc often 
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accompanied by bursts of electromagnetic noise. Thus. the representative 
observations compiled in this chapter illustrate the observational evi-
dcnce upon which rests the current understanding of radiation-belt 
dynamics. 

The observations summarized in this chapter and elsewhere in the 
volume have mvolved a variety of spacecraft. For convenience. the 
orbital characteristi(...'S of these spacecraft arc listed in Table 9 [main 
source: TRWSpacl! Log IO, 84 (1972)]. 

Table 9. Orbital Data for Cited Spacccran 

Name of Date of Min Max lncli- Period. Figure 
Satellite Launch r/a r!a nation minutes Numbers 

Alouettc I 28 Sept 62 1.16 1.16 80.5 . 105.4 51, 52° 
Alouetle 2 28 Nov 65 J.08 J.47 79.X 121.4 51 
ATS l 6 Dec 66 6.59 6.59 0.2 · 1436. b 

Eleklron 3 11 July 64 1.06 2.10 60.9 168. 55 
FRS 13 17 July 64 1.03 16.39 36.7 2352. I 
Explorer 7 13 Oct 59 1.09 1.17 50.3 JOJ.2 51 
Explorer 12 15 Aue 61 1.05 1.1.12 .U .3 1585. 46.47 
Explorc::r 14 2 Oct 62 1.04 15.46 32.9 21X4. J. 22, 52. 79 
Explorer 15 27 Oct 62 1.05 1.72 18.0 312.0 
Explorer 26 21 Dec 6-1 1.05 5.11 20.2 456. 9. 33-41. 43 
Explorer 34 24 May 67 1.04 34.14 67.1 6231. 42 
Gemini 4 3 June 65 I.OJ 1.04 32.0 89.0 71 
Gemini 7 4 Dec 65 1.03 1.05 2R9 89.2 71 
Hitch-Hiker J 26 June 63 1.05 1.65 82.I 132.6 49 
lnjun I 29 June 61 1.13 1.16 67.0 103.R ,.., 

.)_ 

Injun 3 12 Occ 62 J.04 1.44 70.3 116.3 I. 51. 57. 59 
Injun 4• 21 'lov 64 1.09 1.39 81A 116.3 48 
Injun 5• 8 Aug 68 I. II 1.40 80.6 118.3 48 
000 l 4 Sept 64 l.04 24.45 JI I 3840. I 
OGO 3 6 June 66 1.04 20.14 30.9 2907.9 50. 56 
0004 28 July 67 1.06 I. 14 86.0 98.I 48 
OVl-2 5 Oct 65 1.06 1.54 144.3 127.5 73 
OVl-14 6 Apr 68 1.09 2.56 100.0 207.8 48 
OV3-3 4 Aug 66 1.06 1.70 81.6 136.6 48 
OV3-4 10 June 66 1.10 1.74 40.8 143.2 82 
Sta rad 26 Oct 62 I.OJ 1.87 71.4 147.8 1 
Tclslar I to July 62 1.1 5 1.88 44.8 ° 157.8 33. 41 
1962-AYI I Sept <>2 1.05 1.11 82.X 94.4 71 
196J-3XC 28 Si.:pt 6J 1.17 1.18 89.9 107.4 I. 38, 40 
J963-42A 29 Oct 63 1.04 1.06 89.9 90.9 I, 35, 36, 71 
1964-45A 14 Aug 6-1 1.02 1.05 95.5 89.0 I. 51, 7l 

"Injun 4= Explorer 25: lnjun 5= Explorer 40 
b A TS-I data: Figs. 18. 23. 41 . 42, 44. 4 5. 50. 60. 63. 6-1. 66, 6 7 
c Explorer-15 data : Fig~. 34. 41. 53, 54, 58. 73 - 78, 80, 81 
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IV.2 Decay of Particle Flux (Inner Zone) 

Electrons. l.;lectrons injected into the inner radiation ;one by a high-alti
tude nuclear explosion (Starfish) on 9 July 1962 have provided an 
unusual opport unity to measure and study the natural decay of particle 
fluxes as a function of time. lJ nfortunately. the satellite best instrurm:nted 
to measure thc.-.c inner-zone lluxes (Telstar I. a communications satellite) 
was launched on tht: day following detonation, and so only meager 
information on the natural (prl!-Starfish) inncr-1.one electron radiation 
is available. Starfish electrons h~1vc only recently decayed sufficiently 
to permit measurements of the natural inner belt and its temporal 
variations (sec Section IV.6). 

Observations of Starfish electrons have been made at low altitude~ 
and low L values by instruments on che satellites lnjun 1 and !njun 
3. The relevant measuring instrument on each satellite was a small, 
heavily shielded Geiger lube which detecte<l the electrons from their 
intermediate bremsstrahlung in the counter shield. Temporal observa
tions of the post-Starfish omnidirectional electron nuxc:; (£<:;, 2 MeV) 
at L< 1.30 arc plotted in Fig. 32 for several values of the total licld 
intensity B (corresponding to several different altitudes above the earth) 
[74]. The plotted data points arc not raw counting rntcs, but have 
been corrected for the Starfish-produced enhancement of the proton 
background (see below). These correct ions proved to be significant only 
for 8>0.20 gauss. 
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Fil!. 31. Dc<:avinll inner-zone electron 11uxc:s IC~ 2 \.le\') ob~;:rvcd on Injun I 
fottowing Starfbl~high -altitude nuclc<ir explosion (9 Jul) t962). Solid curves arc 
predictions based on atmospheric-srnlkring theory for L 1.185 and L - 1.25. 
respectively [74 I. 
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The solid curves in Fig. 32 were determined theoretically by assuming 
~hat the artificially injected electron population ex perieni.:cd decay solely 
m consequence of atmospheric collisions (sec Section U.2). Although 
some uncertainties may exist in deducing the proton subtractions that 
ultimately yield the data points in Fig. 32, the success in fitting the 
observed dce<iys \1,,ith the atmospheric-scattering model suggests that 
other redistributive processes were comparatively insignificant during 
the fifty-day interval illustrated. "' 

Instruments on the Telstar satellite made measurements of the ncar
cquatorial inner-zone electron fluxes beginning the day after the Starfish 
injection (see above). The measurements were made with silicon p-11 
junction solid-state detectors mounted behind various entrance-collima
tor geometric!. and shield thid.ncsses. Data for several L values 
(E>0.5 MeV) arc shown in rig. 33 beginning on the day following 
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Fig. 33. Decaying inm.:r-tone electron fluxes (£<:0.5 MeV) observed near equator 
on Tels1ar I following Starfish event (Day 190). Solid curves and dashed Imes 
are empirical I 75]. 
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the Starfish explosion (75]. The data were Lakcn close to the equator 
at L= 1.7 and L= 1.9. Because of the orbital inclination. measurements 
at the higher L values were made at progrc!>sively higher latitudes 
(e.g .. latitude 30 at L = 2.5). 

After the explosion (Day 190) the electron Ouxes exhibited approxi
mately exponential decay until about Day 230. The apparent deviation 
from exponential decay at the higher L values (L2:'.2.3) and the later 
times (from approximately Day 210} actually arises from the response 
of the detector to inner-zone proton contamination. The lifetimes 
extracted from the initial exponential decays arc much shorter at the 
higher L values than those predicted by an atmospheric-scattering model 
[ 42]. Indeed. the decay times actually derrease with increasing L, in 
ex pl icit contrast to the prediction of any reasonable atmospheric-scatccr
ing model, i.e., lifetimes increasing with altitude. These observations 
were among the first to suggest that wa ve-particlc interactions are impor
tant in controlling magnetospheric particle dynamics. 

The pitch-angle distribution of electrons injected by a high-al titude 
nuclear cxplosjon is typically abnormal in the sense that few of the 
particles mirror neiu the equator (unless, of course, the detonation 
is equatorial). A very interesting observational result based on the USSR 
detonation of 28 October I 962(Day 30 I) is the restoration ofa pitch-angle 
distribution to the fundamental mode of pitch-angle diffusion. T he elec
tron measurements confirming chis phenomenon were made with a 
shielded solid-state /Mt junction detector flown on the near-t.-quatorial 
satellite Explorer 15. Decay of the initially anomalous pitch-angle distri
bution to its lowest normal mode is illustrated sequentially in Fig. 
34 [ 43]. Here the electron omnidirectional counting rates beginning 
with Day 301 arc plotted as a function of X = [I -(8.,: B>J 1 2

, where 
Be is the equatorial magnetic-field intensity. Most electrons injected 
by the nuclear blast appeared initially with equatorial pitch-angle cosine 
;;;::0.6; the omnidirectional electron nux at L = 1.9 initially exhibited 
an off-equatorial maximum (at X =:::;0.8). The initial distribu tion of equa
torial pitch angles can be viewed as a superposition of normal modes. 
Each normal mode decays at a characteristic rate. with the longest 
lifetime belonging to the lowest cigcnmode. This lowest mode is the 
normal pitch-angle distribution toward which the initial distribution 
decays. T he off-equatorial peak in omnidirectional llux disappears rather 
quickly (in about ten days), and the lowest normal mode is essentially 
isolated after about thirty days. The entire pitch-angle distribution, 
operating in its lowest normal mode, then decays with a particle lifetime 
-40 days. 

The decay of a naturally occurring, nearly monocnergetic, electron 
enhancement near the inner edge of the inner belt was observed during 
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Fig. 34. Dt:1:aying omnidircctwnal intcnsitie~ of inner-zone del"lron~ (£> l.9 McV) 
ohs_crvcd on bplorer 15 following nuclear cvi.:nt or 28 Octohcr (Day :10 1) 1962. 
Solid curve~ arc empirical [4:1). 

a one-week period in 1963 following a magnetic storm on October 
30 [76]. The relevant data were obtained with a plastic scintillation 
spectrometer nown on the t:<Jrth-oriemed. polar-orbiting satellite I 963-
42A. Th~ ~bserved s~ctral peak was centered at approximately 1.3 McV 
and ~xh_1b1 ted. a full width :::::0.23 MeV at half maximum (approximating 
the hm1l. of 1~strumental resolution). Thi.: approximately exponential 
decay ·(with tune) of the peak intensity at each of several L values 
is illustrated i~1 Fig. 35. and compared there with the decay predicted 
by atmosphenc-scattenng theory. As was observed in the decay of 
the Starfish electrons (Fig. 32). the decay rates at these low L-valuc.'o 
are c~nsiste~t with the interpretation that electrons arc lost solely through 
col11s1ons with atmospheric constituents. 

The apparent displacement ( ::;440 km) of the dipole axis from the 
earth's center permits the observation of particles locally trapped by 
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Fi!!. 35. Decaying omnidirectional int~nsit ies of inner-zone electron:,(£> l.3 McV) 
oh~'\crvctl on l 963-42/\ fo llowing a natural "injection" event 011 30 October (Day 
303) 1963. The range in R is 0.2 I t9 0.2222 gauss. Solid curves arc prcdi1:lions 
based on atmosphcril:-s1:alli.:ring theory f76]. . 

the magnetic field but doomed ultimately to precipitate. The 440-km 
displacement contributes to an "anomalously'' weak-field condit ion 
(:::: 0.25 gauss. rs 0.31 gauss in the centered-dipole mcxlcl) at sea level 
in the Soul h Atlantic region. Many inner-zone drift shells thus plunge 
deep into the atmosphere in the vicinity of the "anomaly''. while tracing 
a constant mirror-field intensity. Particles locally trapped on ~uch drift 
shells are destined to precipitate as they drift into the "anomaly" region. 
\!lost of the actual inner-mne electron precipitation occurs here, although 
the pitch-angle diffusion responsible for this precipitation is distributed 
among all magnet ic longitudes. 

Indirect studicsofthe L-Oependent dcc--&y rates of inner-zone electrons 
have been made by studying azimuthal variations in the low-altitude 
fluxes of prcdpitating electrons. The intensities of electrons that will 
mirror below the 100-km altitude exhibit significant variatio ns with 
longitude. These azimuthal variations are attributed lo the pitch-angle 
dilTusion produced by atmospheric scattering and wave-partidc intera c
tions as the electrons drift from west to cast. The fluxes are found 
to bi.: hid1cr to the west of the "anomaly'' than to the east of it. 

The genera l increases in electron intensity with im;reasing east longi
tude beyond 1 he "anomaly"' suggest an L-dependent pitch-angle diffusion 
process opera ting in the presence of a contracted loss cone. On c-ach 
L shell. restoration of pitch-angle isotropy via diffusion is prevented 
only by precipitation into the atmosphere. which typicalJy occurs at 
the .. anomaly" (where the loss cone abruptly expands). Measurements 
of the electron flux at various drift phases of an adiabatic drift shell 
can thus be used to extract a pitch-angle diffusion coefficient. Examples 
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of tbe azimuthal variation of the fluxes of electrons (£>0.4MeV) that 
would mirror in the "anomaly" al altitudes < 100 km are shown in 
Fig. 36 [77]. These da ta. obtained with a plastic scintillation detector 
attached to a photomultiplier flown on the polar orbiting vehicle 1963-
42A, are plotted asa fu nction of longitude measured fin degrees) eastward 
from the South Atlantic ··anomaly". 
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Fig. 36. Daytime (open circles) and nighuime (filled squares) measuremenls of 
omnidirectional nux of cli.:drons (/, > 0.4 Mc\/) thiu would mirror in tbe ··anomaly .. 
(LI ip= O) at altitude!. < 1001..m L 77]. obtained at various magnetic longitudes 
(<Pl on three separate lJ. L contouri.. 

Protons. High-energy protons trapped in the earth's magnetic field and 
mirroring at low altitude · wcr\! fi rst detected (and their energy spectra 
measured) by the use of recoverable nuclear-emulsion packets nown 
on rockets and satellites. A large number of these em ulsion packets 
were flown during tbe years 1961 64, yielding much data on the tem
poral decay of the Starfo.h-produccd proton nuxcs. 

Recovered emulsion records indicating the flux of protons 
(£- 55 MeV) in the South Atlantic "anomaly'. were divided into altitude 
increments and then examined as a function of time. The proton 
intensities for <tltitudes of 440 km and 350 km are shown in Fig. 37 
[78]. The dashed vertical lines indicate the day of the Starfish explosion. 
Subseq uent to July 1962, the Starfish-enhanced proton fluxes decayed 
steadily with time toward their pre-Sta rfish levels. The solid curves 
drawn through the data points represent the theoretically expected 
fluxes tabove the natural level) of St<l rfish protons, assuming that ioniza
tion of the atmosphere (s<:c Section 11.2) is the only loss mechanism 
for these proton~. T he drift-averaged values L 41 J of atomic-electron 
densities 2.Z;/il; ['f (2.04)]. using the Harris-Priester model atmosphere 
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[79] below 1000 km, arc noted for each observation altitude in Fig. 
37. The <1gn:cmcnt between the observations and the theoretical predic
tions is very good. This re:-ull suggests that the ionization theory. incor
porating the model atmosphere. is sufficient to account for the decay 
of Starfish-produced proton fluxes observed at these low alti tude~. 
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Fig. J7. Inner-zone omnidinx:tional proton Oux (£= 55 MeV) measured at sroradic 
times in two altitude ranges above the South Atlantic ··anomaly". Sharp incrcas1.~ 
(dashed line~) comc1de with Starfish event (9 Jul) 1962). Solid curve!. post-Starlhh 
are prcd1ct1ons based on atmospheric-collision theory [78]. assummg a source 
sufficient to maintain the mean pre-Starfish intensity !horizontal solid lines). Post
Starfisb curves are normalized to the first data poml measured at each altitude 
followi ng the nuclear event. 

JV.3 Decay of Particle Flux (Outer Zone) 

Electrons. Extensive studies of the outer radiation bell have shown 
that decay begins to predominate two or three days after a magnetic 
storm produces enha ncements of the electron flux. The electron intensities 
then decay in a n approximately exponential manner. as in the inner 
,,;one. 

The typical temporal behavior of outer-zone electron fluxes (rapid 
increases during sto rms, followed by steady decays) can be seen readily 
in I7ig. 38 where a four-month time history of electron fluxes(£> I MeV) 
is plotted al each of three different L values [80). Both high-altitude 
(Explorer-26) and low-altitude (I 963-38C) satellite data are plotted at 
each L value in order to compare the fluxes measured at different 
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Fig. 38. Unidirectiom1l i.:ounling rntcs of clc<.:tron;, ob;,ervoo on polRr-orbiting 
satellite 1963-38C (C> 1.2 MeV. open <;quares) and on ne:ir-eq uatorial satellite 
Explorer 26IE>1.0 McV. i.:rosscs) during four months in 1965 [XO]. One count 
per interval represents a Oux ~ 1200 <.:Ill i ~cl.' 1 ~tcr 1

• 

locations in a given flux tube. The data were obtained with solid-stale 
detectors. 

The ~kady decay of flux ob~erve<l after storm-produced enhance
ments is occasionally interrupted by short-term variations (either 
increases o r decreases) that last for several hours to a day. T hese varia
tions, superimposed on the long-term decay, have been identified as 
adiabatic modulations caused by gradual t ime va riations of the local 
magnetic lield intensity on a given L ~hdl. These gradual changl!l> 
in the local field intt:nsily result primarily from temporal changes in 
the low-energy (- 25-kcV) proton density in the quiet-time ring current. 
whose densi ty generally peaks at L- 6. Additional adiabatic modulation 
may arise from changes in the intensity of currents flowing on the 
magnetosphere boundary. 

As in the case of inner-1,onc ekctron fluxes, the e-folding times 
extracted from the approximatdy ex pcincn tial decays of outer-zone fluxes 
following the storm-lime enhancements C<t n be taken as estimates of 
electron !if ctimes. The lifetimes measured for selected L values a nd 
energies following the storm of 18 April 1965 are shown in Fig. 39 
[80]. Electron lifetimes arc thus found to vary d irectly with energy 
and inversely with L in the outer radiation zone. 

Natural enhancements of the electron flux. especially in the region 
L ~ J.0-3.5. were observed in association wnh t he large storm of 18 
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Fig. 39. Lifetimes or near-equatorial unidirectional electron nuxcs, as determined 
from Explorer-26 data bee Fig. 38) for the period 22.5 April 1965 to 3.0 May 
1965 [80]. 

April 1965. At both high and low altitudes in this region, the enhanced 
fluxes were observed to decay more quickly during the first few days 
following ''i njectio n'' than during the subsequent quiet period (see Fig. 
40). No similar temporal change in the decay rate is apparent outside 
this narrow interval of l [80]. ln view of the nonlinear processes 
(Section II.6) that tend to act upon enhanced particle fluxes. it is perhaps 
quite reasonable to expect such behavior in the region where storm-asso
ciated particle injection is most intense. 

Thee-folding decay times of Fig. 39, determined from the flux decays 
fo llowing the storm of 18 April 1965, are comparable to the generaJJy 
accepted lifetimes that enter most discussions of pitch-angle diffusion. 
This can be seen from the electron lifetimes plotted in Fig. 41 . These 
decay times were measured from data obtained a l various epochs by 
instruments on four ditrerent elliptically orbiting satellites [ 43] and 
on the synchronous satellite ATS I (r= 6.6a). T he data were obtained 
over approximately a five-year period. The: overall similarity of the 
lifetimes from one determination to another suggests that the basic 
magnetospheric processes acting to produce the pitch-angle diffusion 
persist from year to year. 
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Protons. Pitch angle diffusion is not ordinarily known to affect radiation
belt protons at em.:rgics t:'2::, I MeV. There exists no observational evi
dence to suggest thaL such protons fail to obey (3.57) deep in the 
inner magnetosphere (l :S 1.7). In the outer magnetosphere, however, 
the fluxes of ent-.,-getic pro10ns (E-5-70MeY) an: observed to rise 
and decay on tjme sca les ""15 minutes. Such observations (sec below) 
must be interpreted with caution in the context of partidc diffusion, 
since solar-flare protons often apparently have free access to the syn
chronous orbit (,.=6.6u) wh..:rc the observations [81] have been made. 
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I 1g. 42. Omnidirectional nux..:-; of solar pr0tons and outer-belt eloxtron'I obscrYtxi 
ut synchronous altitude on ATS I. and of solar protons I/:'> IOMcV) obs~rvcd 
simultaneously in interplanetary <;pace on Explorer 34 (81]. 

1n Fig. 42, a proton enhancl!ment at synchronous allitudc accom
panies the sudden commencement ( 1612 UT, 13 July 1968) of a magnetic 
storm, and sub~cqucnt ly decays on a time scale - 15 min in the absence 
of f urthcr magnetic-field variation at synchronous altitude [81]. In a 
similar ..:vent o n 20 November 1968 tsec F ig. 67. Section JV.8). the 
decay was m<Xlulatc<l hy drift-periodic echoes (sec Section 111.l ) in 
the proton flux. indicating the presence or closc<l drift orbns. In this 
observation. the proton population observed at the satdlitc near local 
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Fig. 43. Temporal cvoluuon of proton distrihution fu1u.:1ion at J =0 following 
magnetic storm of IS April 1965 (82], ba~ed on Explorer-26 data. 

midnight apparently does not have free egres~ lo inlerplanetary space. 
The value of e (see Section I.I) is rather large ( -0.1) for t he behavior 
of these protons to be mterpreted in terms of adiabatic theory. however. 
Thus, there may be a fractional probability on e-Jch drift period for 
a proton to escape the magnetosphere. 
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The proton decay rate in Fig. 42 clearly increases with proton energy. 
as an interpretation based on the breakdown of adiabatic theory (s;::::-0. l) 
would lead one to expect. On the other hand, ground-based observations 
of storm-associated geomagnetic micropul&'ltions suggest the presence 
of adequate spectral intensity near o;/2 rr~ I H z to account. fo r the rapid 
decay rates observed. ln the magnetosphere. these Pc- I micropu1sations 
{ion-cyclotron mode) could interact with the protons through a Doppler
shifted cyclotron resonance (sec Section Il. 5), thereby causing pitch-angle 
diffusion. 

At proton energies 1:. ~0.5 MeV. the evidence for pitch-angle diffusion 
is unequivocal. Io Fig. 43. the interstorm {18 April to 15 June 1965) 
evolution of flm,J,L;t) at J=O is illustrated for sclt:ctcd values of 
M [82]. The pronounced decay between 21 April and 11 May at 
M = 45 MeY /gauss illustrall:s the operation of a nonlinear mechanism 
(cf Section II.6) for self-limiting of the trapped proton fl ux. Once the 
stable limit is achieved, the decay ceases (~f I J- 27 May). T he contrasting 
behavior of fat M=225MeY/gauss and L~3.5 is evidence for radial 
diffusion (i nward from a source beyond L:::: S and oulward from an 
apparent source at L::::3). T he distribution function clearly increases 
with time in the region 3.5 :S l :S 4.5 so as to fiJI the ··slot" between 
regions of higher radiation intensity (lf Section lV.6). 

IV.4 Statistical Observations 

Extended observations of the electron-radiation environment a t syn
chronous altitude have been carried out from the sa tcllilc ATS I. A 
compilation of ATS- I data on the integral omnidirectional flux /4,, 
above four energy t hresholds is illustrated in F ig. 44 [83]. The results 
are presented in the form of a proba bility P that the Oux /~,, will 
exceed a given level Q. ror 0.1 ~ P-~0.6. this probability is quite linear 
with respect to log Q. Extrapolation of t he linear fits to P= I and 
P=O permits definition of a ··maximum'' flux I * and a "minimum" 
flux I min for each energy threshold. 

Two properties of F ig. 44 arc immediately apparent. First, the value 
of log I * increases with decreasing energy threshold. Second, the range 
of probable fluxes. as measured by LI logf=:log( I * / l m; .. ), narrows with 
decreasing energy. These properties a re shown quantitatively in Fig. 
45. Extrapolalion of the results to £=40keV [d (2.69a) for s=0.5, 
8 = 125')', N.,= 1 cm - 3

] yield~ I *(£*)- 108 cm- 2 sec- 1
, in good agree

ment with (2.72~ Moreover, the value of LI log I is approximately 0.18 
at£= £*=40ke.V, i.e., the probable nuxes (as identified by linear extra
polation in Fig. 44) lie within tht: rnnge 0.6!* to 1.01 "' at £=£*. 
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Fig. 44. Compilation of ATS- I electron data L8'.f l. showing the probability f' 
1ha1 the integra l o mnidirect ional nux /4rr exceeds ~ specified value Q. Solid lines 
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The self-limiting property of synchronous-altitude electron fluxes thus 
enforces a very narrow range ofllux variability al E~E*. The magneto
sphere apparently become-> increasing!} tolerant of integral-flux varia
bility for part icle energies well above £*. the threshold for cyclotron 
resonance with a growing wave. 

IV.5 Static Flux Profiles 

In the absence of temporal variations in the observed particle fluxes, 
it is frequently possible to obtain information about competing dynamical 
processes from observations of the steady-state distributions. In view 
of the multiplicity of unobserved processes that may be comp..:ting, 
such steady-state distributions must always be interpreted with special 
ca ution. I lowcver, there are a number of steady-state observations that 
suggest a prominent role for radial diffusion at constant M and J. 

Protons. l:.xtensive measurements of the lower-energy proton distribu
tions ( 100 500 keV) in the magnetosphere have been made by scintilla
tion-counter detcdors flown on the satellites Explorer 12. 14, 15. and 
26. These particle populations are found to be very stable in time 
and to have energy :-.pcctra that are exponential over a wide range 
of energy and L. Further. the spectra harden with decreasing L. Three 
spectra obtained at different L \ alues in 1961 on Explorer 12 are shown 
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Fig. 46. Outcr-1onc proton sp.:ctra observed [84] on 1::.xplorcr 12 (26 August 
1961). 
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in Fig. 46 [84]. More recent magnetospheric proton spectra for energies 
between 0.l 7MeV and 3.4 MeV have been obtained from an instrument 
on satellite l964-45A in 1964 and 1965 [85]. Where comparisons are 
possible. these data agree with those obtained earlier (in 1961). 

It is found empmcally from data such as those in Fig. 46 that 
Eo, the e-folding energy of the exponential proton spectrum, varies 
as L- 3

; i. e., in direct proportion to the equatorial field intensity B.,. 
This variation of Eo with B,. is often cited as evidence for radial diffusion 
at constant M and J. Such a claim probably overstates the case. What 
can be shown is that a ny steady-state (?]/ct=O) solution of (3.01) (the 
equation governing radial diffusion at constant M and J, excluding 
other dynamical processes) ha:-. the properly that ( i11nf/i~ lnp)1,.r is inde
pendent of L for particles having tht.: same J 2 /M if Du, and all boundary 
locations are independent of part icle.: energy J 3. 

For nonrelativislic ~irticles (J;; = p2/2 1110) it is convenient to represent 
a power-law energy spectrum as J 1 (1:..') = J .L(p5/2m0)(p0 /p)21 and an 
exponential spectrum as J l (E)= J 1 (O)exp( - p1/2m0 £ 0 ). The statement 
concerning the L-independencc of (c1 1n jic11n p)1 .. >. in the steady state 
implies that 

(il lnJ l/c ln p)1.-> = 2+ (Cl lnf/i'· In p)L.,.= constant (4.01) 

on a surface of constant M ~rnd J in phase space. The power-law 
spectrum retains its form with ro and I independent of L. The exponential 
spectrum retains its exponential form, but £0 varies with L in such 
a manner that £ 0 (L )-r I y 2 L ·1• In other words. the e-folding energy 
of the exponential spectrum bchavcl. like the energy of an individual 
particle. 

In view of the energy dependence of competing dynamical processes 
(including radial diffusion caused by electrostatic impulses; cf Section 
lll.3) it is quite remarkable that the observations of £0 satisfy (4.01 ~ 
even ~t y = L Even more remarkable is that the observations appear 
to satisfy (4.0 l I at all other values of y. In Fig. 47 the observed e-folding 
energy Eo is plotted against L for selected values of sin - 1 y7 [86]. 
The "theoretical" curves appear to converge on a common value of 
Ea at L~ 10. This latter location can perhaps be int erpreted as the 
location of the proton source.:. 

These data at most sugqesr the inward radial difTusion of the protons 
to lower L values from an external source. In view of possibly competing 
energy-dependent processes. the data could perhaps be interpreted in 
other ways. Furthermore. the applica tion of (4.0 I) yields no specific 

33Under these stringent cond1uons, the solutions/1::orrcsponding to two distinct 
:aJues of E- (see Fig. 24. Section 111.1) can differ only by a multiplicative factor 
independent of L, in ~ iew of the ''uniqucnc~s" of ~Leady-state solutions to (3.01} 
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Fig. 47. Empirical e-folding energies (solid curvc:s) of observed proton spectra 
[84] at y values consistent with (3.02); expected variation (dashed curves) of 
energy with L for individual protons having c.onstan1 lv/ and ./.at selected values 
of £ 7 and sin - 1 y 7 [86]. 

magnitude for the diffusion coefficient allegedly responsible for estab
lishing the observed distributions. The radial transport coefficient must 

. be obtained from considerations other than the time-independent particle 
data. 

Heavier Ions. The presence of a lpha particles (and heavier ions), as 
well as protons, in the radiation belts offers a possible opportunity 
to select a dominant radial-diffusion mechanism from Chapter 1 I I. Con
ventionally, fluxes of alpha particles and protons are compared at the 
same energy per nucleon (see Section Jil.3) so as to obtain the alpha-to
proton (a/p) ratio as a function of L. Values of this ratio are indicated 34 

for L-3 in Fig. 48 [59]. An energy of -0.5 MeV at L-3 scales (at 
constant Mand J, withJ = 0) to...., lOkeV at L-10, where interplanetary 
ions may be expected to enter the magnetosphere. 

At the same energy/nucleon, the solar-wind [9] and solar cosmic-ray 
[88] (/.IP ratios ("' 1- 20 x 10- 2

) are substantially larger than the values 

34The decay of the a/p ratio (Fig. 48) between 8 November 1968 and 26 
January 1969 follows an enhancement accompanying the magnetic storm of I 
November 1968. 
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.-... 1- 20 x 10- 4 plotted in Fig. 48·15. lf the magnetospheric helium-ion 
source is solar 36, then helium nuclei are either lost more quickly than 
protons at a given L value or they diffuse inward more slowly. A 
consideration of possible loss mechanisms (cf Sections II.2 and JT.5) 
tends to rule out the former possibility. Since a helium ion with the 
same energy /nucleon as a proton has a larger azimuthal-drift speed 
than the proton, helium ions would tend to diffuse inward (under electro
static fluctuations with an w - 2 spectral density) more slowly than pro-
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Fig. 48. Low-altitude ob~ervations of a/11 ratio (based on comparison of./ i va lues) 
at several different epochs [87]. 

tons. There would be no difference among radial diffusion coefficients 
caused by an inverse-square magnetic power spectrum. Radial diffusion 
of solar helium ions by electrostatic (rather than electromagnetic) 
impulses (see Section lll.3) thus apparently can account for the reduced 
helium-to-proton ratio observed in Lhe inner magnetosphere [ 40]. This 
latter conclusion depends upon assumptions concerning the ion source 
and cannot be extrapolated without thought to all energies. However, 
any indkation of radial diffusion driven by electrostatic impulses tends 
to cast doubt on the customary interpretation of Figs. 46 and 47. 

3 5The val11cs .;;hown in Fig. 48 were obtained from low-altitude (high-latitude) 
observations. Rcccot equatorial measurements [87] suggest an tJ./ fl ratio 
~ 1-20 x 10- 2 at E/ A -0.4 MeV/ nucleon, for 3.1 ::SL::S4.4. 

36Alternatively, the sourc.e for magnetospheric helium radiation might be iono
spheric, in the form of He • ions blown into lhc eanh·s plasma sheet by the 
polar wind [89]. 
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Electrons. It is much more difficult to study the spectral and spatial 
parameters of outer-zone electron fluxes than of proton fluxes, since 
the former vary so drastically with time (cf Fig. 38). However, several 
studies of this nature are on record. In one such study the spectral 
parameter £ 0 for electrons (£= J- 4MeV) was obtained from data 
measured by a scintillalion spectrometer on the low-altitude satellite 
Hitch-Hiker l during July and August 1963. The results are plotted 
in Fig. 49 as a function of L for several days in July [90]. The solid 
line indicates an empirical hardening of the spectrum with decreasing 
L, given by Lu £0 =2.4 MeV. 
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Fig. 49. Empirical e-folding energies (open circle.s) of electron spectra (E := 

l- 4MeV) observed during three periods in July 1963 [ 90]. Coverage on 4 July 
e.xtends from 00 UT to OJ UT: lhc other eight days have 24-hour coverage. 
Solid lines correspond lo L 1.

3 fo= 2.4 MeY. 

During the period of 3-4 July, the spectral parameter evidently 
became L-independent beyond L~4. During the geomagnetically more 
active period of 6- 8J uly, the spatial variations in the spectral parameter 
£0 agreed qualitatively with tbat "expected" from (4.01). Tbe distinction 
between quiet and disturbed times could possibly be taken lo mean 
thal radial diffusion at constant energy (via drift-shell splitting; see 
Section lfl.7) dominates that at constant M and J during quiet intervals. 

The phenomenon of drift-shell splitting has been verified by a compar
ison of data obtained with electron spectrometers on the ATS-1 and 
OG0-3 satellites [91]. The diurnal variation of electron nuxes (higher 
at noon than at midnight) and pitch-angle distribution (111:12>1"1:1 at 
noon; J1113 >Jr.12 at midnight) observed at fixed energy on ATS 1 are 
found to be adiabatically compatible (at least during quiet periods) 
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Fig. 50. Diurnal variation of electron fluxes and magnetic field (data points) 
observed at synchronous orbit (ATS I), as compared with predictions (dashed 
and solid_curws) based on Mead-William~ field models (b/a, B,) and distribulion 
function f (M ,J, cfl) deduced from OG0-3 electron data (91]. 

with the flux profiJes obtained over a broad range of L values from 
the OG0-3 data (see Fig. 50). Although drift-shell splitting is thus 
established as an adiabatic phenomenon (see Section 1.7), its quantitative 
influence on radial difTusion can be determined only by inserting a 
pitch-angle diffusion coefficient (either measured directly, or deduced 
from an exponential decay rate) in (3.37). When this is done (see Section 
IV.6), it is found that shell splitting effects can seldom account for 
even I 0 % of the observed radial diffusion. The correct interpretation 
of Fig. 49 is probably other than one based on constant-energy diffusion. 

' Fiually, Fig. 51 illustrates the yearly '·history'' of the outer electron 
belt during a period of decreasing solar and geomagnetic activity (decreas
ing K p) in terms of the "crest" position Le of three integral unidirectional
flux profiles [92]. These annual-mean crest positions could be regarded 
as quasi-static features of the radiation belt, resulting from the balance 
between loss (pitch-angle diffusion) and transport (radial dilTusion) pro-
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cc~scs opcrati\c during the year. The essential difficulty in interpreting 
Fig. 51 is that the flu x profiles are considered for fixed energy, whereas 
the radial-diffusion process is believed to operate at constant M and 
J. It is preferable, therefore, to examine profiles of j(M.J,L) a t fixed 
,\,f a nd J (tf Fig. 43, Section IV.3). 

IV.6 Time-Varying Flux Profiles 

T he most convincing evidence for the radial diffusion of radiation-belt 
particle fluxes has arisen from studies of temporal variations in the 
flux profiles (distributions in L). Most frequently. these studies examine 
the changes in the trapped-electron fluxes following storm-time enhance
ments. Most of the reported inward movements of 11ux profiles observed 
in the trapped-electron intensities have been especially evident in the 
higher-energy (£<, I McV) fluxes. This last observation may be under
stood qua litatively by recalling the observed energy dependence of elec
tron lifetimes plotted in Fig. 39. Although radial diffusion could well 
be important for elect rons of energy £-0.5 MeV, their observed temporal 
development may bedominalcd by lhe persistentdecaydueto pitch-angle 
diffusion. The higher-energy electrons. with longer lifetimes. then survive 
to ex hi bit the strongest evidence for radial diffusion. 
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The first. and probably most widely quoted. observation of the 
inward movement of an energetic-electron nux profile was that reported 
for the period fo llowing the magnetic storm of 17 18 December 1962. 
T he flux measurements of near-equatorial electrons (£<. 1.6 MeV) were 
made with a Type-302 Anton Geiger counter on the satellite Explorer 
14, whose orbit is inclined by 33 to the earth's equatorial plane. 

The flux profiles observed on several days following the storm are 
shown in Fig. 52a [ 111]. T he inward radial movement of the "leading 
edge" oft he electron dist ribution is clearly evident. An inward ·'velocity" 
dL/dt~ -0.04/day at L = 3.7 is apparent in the data. 
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Fig. 52. Radial profiles of electron / 4• LI L lj for £> 1.6 McV near equator (a) 
and Ii. [112] for £>3.9McV at low allilude (b). as observed on several days 
preceding and following the mngnetic storm of 17 December 1962 (data from 
Explorer 14 and Alouctlc I, respectively). 

Plo tted in Fig. 52b are t he nux profiles of electrons (E>3.9MeV) 
detected during the same period from a shielded Type-302 Anton G eiger 
counter flown on the low-altitude satelli te Alouette t [ 11 2]. The inward 
movement of the flu'l profiles measured on the low-altit ude satellite 
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(Fig. 52 b) is not as pronounced as that observed for particles mirroring 
closer to the equator. This observation perhaps confirms the theoretical 
prediction (see Section IIl.2) that radial diffusion caused by magnetic 
impulses will act primarily on particles that mirror near the equator. 

A di1Iusion process known to conserve M and J, however, is not 
easily visualized in terms of constant-energy data as in Fig. 52. As 
indicated in the previous section, the phase-space distribution function 
f (M,J,L;l) should be plotted against Lat selected intervals of time, 
with M and J held constant. Such a representation, however, requires 
information concerning the electron energy spectrwn. Thus, data must 
be available from at least two (and preferably several) energy channels 
in the energy interval of interest. 

T he satellite Explorer 15 carried a pair of solid-state detectors able 
to measure the local unidirectional fluxes for £>0.5MeV and 
E> l.9MeV during the December 1962 event. Daily-median profiles 
of the J=O fluxes are plotted in Fig. 53 [93] for the same days as 
in Fig. 52. It is quite evident from these Explorer-15 data that the 
lower-energy electron flux shows temporal variations dominated by 
a steady decay of intensity following the storm. In wntrast, the higher
energy flux exhibits the inward movement of a "leading edge" of the 
flux profile apparent in Fig. 52a. It is clear, then, that an adequale 
analysis of these data entails a thorough consideration of both of these 
superficially disparate observations. T he first step in such an analysis 
is to present the data in the form off (L,t) at constant M and J. 

For equatorially mirroring (J =0) particles, as represented in Fig. 
53, the transformation from flux to f (L,l) is simpl ified by the fact 
thatf=(l /2moMBo)L3J.L· The energy corresponding to each value of 
M is determined as a function of L from (2.07). The differential flux 
J 1 at each L-dependent energy is deduced by fitting a suitable spectral 
form (typically exponential or power-law) between the two measured 
(daily median) integral-flux values I 1 kl Fig. 53 ). Results of this interpola
tion are illustrated in Fig. 54 [93]. No ''crest'' is evident in the distribution 
function f(L,t) between L=3.4 and L=4.8; the particles in Fig. 54 
appear to be diffusing inward from a source beyond L"' 5. The superim
posed decay ((f Fig. 39, Section rv.3) appears to be greater at 
M = 300 McV /gauss than at M = 750MeV/gauss, and so the inward diffu
sion of,{ (L,t) at the lower M value is obscured. Quantitative procedures 
for extracting DLL and T from the data in this format are described 
in Chapter V. 

A number of subsequent measurements showing an apparent inward 
movement of the "leading edge'' of an electron-flux profile have been 
reported by various investigators. The data shown in Fig. 55 were 
obtained on the satellite Elektron 3 in September 1964 [94]. The lluxes 
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Fig. 53. Daily-median intensities of cqualorially mirroring electrons [93] observed 
on Explorer 15 before and arter the magnetic storm of 17 December 1962 
lcf. Fig. 52). 
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labeled YS-1 are electrons of energy E> 100 keV and were measured 
wilh a shielded gas-discharge counter: the fluxes labeled VF-I are elec
trons of energy £>400 keV and were measured with a shielded Nal(Tl) 
crystal attached to a phototube. Inward movement of the "leading 
edge" in F ig. 55 is much less evident al£~ lOOkeV than at £,..,4()()keV. 
This comparison is not surprising in view of Fig. 53, where inward 
movement is not apparent even at £....,500keV. Conditions in the radia
tion belts must have been different in September 1964 from those in 
D ecember 1962 in order to permit detection of the apparent inward 
movement at £~400keY. The 400-keV channel in Fig. 55 exhibits 
an apparent "leading-edge velocity" dL/dt~ -0.2/day at L~4.4: as 
in the December 1962 event, a quantitative interpretation of the underly
ing dynamics would require the data to be converted to a distribution 
function at constant M and J. 
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Pig. 55. Electron-intensity profiles observed in two energy channels (VS-!, 
£ > JOOkeY: VF-I. l:.'> 400keV) on Elektron 3 during August 1964, with spectral 
indices m:: ( - dlnJ.-~/dlnE) and £0 = (-dln.h,/dE) - 1 dcdu(;ed from ratio of 
counting rates (94]. 
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Storm-associated enhancements of inner-zone electron 11 uxes became 
apparent beginning in mid-1966, by which time the artificial belts created 
by high-altitude nuclear detonations no longer significantly contam
inated the inner zone (see Section IV.2). Electrons nah1rally "irtiected'' 
at L"' 2 subsequently appear to diffuse deeper into the inner zone. 
An example of the apparent inward movement of naturally "injected" 
electrons following the magnetic storm on 2 September J 966 is shown 
in Fig. 56 [95]. These data were obtained by a magnetic spectrometer 

Fig. 56. Inner-zone electron-flux profiles observed on OGO 3 before and after 
the large magnetic storm of 2 September 1966 [95]. 

flown on the OG0-3 satellite. Electron fluxes were enhanced at all 
observed energies and L values in consequence of the September 1966 
storm. The largest enhancements appeared in the interval between L ~ 2.0 
and L;:;:::2.4. On the eighteenth day after the storm the electron intensities 
at the lower L values were continuing to increase, while the original 
enhancements at L>::: 2.0- 2.4 had disappeared. 
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It is essentially impossible to identify a .. leading-edge vdocity'' in 
Fig. 56, but a ··crest velocity"' d L..Jdr:::::. -0.04/day can perhaps be deduced 
al 50 120keV. This ··velocity'" should be assigned to the median Lr 
value(/.:;::: 2.1) at which (c J _/c L)E=O for the interval 7- 'JfJ September 
1966. Following a l.imilar "'injection·· during the magnetic storm of 
25 May 1967. the ··crest'' of a Oux profile {E>0.5 MeV) was observed 
to move such that d L,,'dt ~ -0.02/day between L ~ 1.9 and l:;::: 1.25 

[96]. 

~ 'l- I __ L 1-J 

Fig. 57 Profiles of outer-zone electron flux(£> 1.6 MeV. omnidirectional) measured 
on- lnjun 3 durmg \fay 1963 (97]. Arrows denote instantaneous position of 
inward-moving. .. t:n.:~t " {~ccondary maximum). Ordinate i:. scparaldy normulilcd 
fo1 each profile. 

Typical "crest velocities" in the outer zone may be deduced from 
Fig. 57. w hich contains a selected interval of Inj un-3 electron data 
(£> 1.6 McV) ohta incd with a Type-302 Geiger t ube [97]. Various 
:,,ccondary maxima of the integral nux appear to move inward with 
time. with a velocity J LJdt-:::. - 10- 2 (L/4)8 day - 1

• T his is about half 
the value typically deduct.-d for a "leading-edge velocity" (sec Fig. 52a). 
The dynamical significance of "'velocities" obtained from such con!>lant
energy data is somewhat dubious, a lthough studies of this type ha vc 
played an important historical role in rad iation-belt phenomenology. 
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For the quantitative analysis of diITusion phenomena, natural electron 
··injection" events have the disadvantage of introducing spatially broad 
flux profiles. for which the competing dynamical processes are difficult 
to isolate. O n the o ther hand. several of the artificial radiation belts 
created by high-altitude nuclear detonations were initially confined to 
rather narrow L ranges. Figure 58. for example, illustrates the evolution 
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Fig. 58. Evolution of inner-Lone d..:ctron-flux profile(£> 1.9 McV, omnidirect ional) 
observed on Explorer 15 followrng high-altitude nuclear ..:xplosion of I November 
1962 (75). 

of an electron-Oux profile(£> 1.9 McV) measured by an omnidirectional 
solid-state d etector aboard the satdlilc Explorer 15 [75]. T he narrow 
"spike" of electron fl ux centered a t L:;:: 1.77 had been injected by the 
Soviet high-allitude explosion of I November 1962. T he full widths 
al half maximum (FWH M) were evaluated by fitt ing a Gaussia n profile 
to ea ch individual peak after subtracting th~ extrapolated background 
of Starfish-produced electrons (sec Section IV.2). No systematic temporal 
shift in the position of the peak is apparent. T he phenomenon of radial 
diffusion is evident, however, in the broadening of t he flux profile with 
time. The value of (FWHM)2 appears to increase at a rate - 7 x 10- s 
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day - •. If the indicated radial diffusion preserved particle energy rather 
than Mand J. chis numerical result could be translated ·17 into a radial
difTusion coefficient Du . .._ 6 x 10- 6 day - ' [see (2.20)- (2.23). Sccuon 
n.3]. 

The broadening of the profile contributed very little to the observed 
decrease in the trapped electron flux at L ~ l.77. During the time span 
of the data plotted in Fig. 58, the maximum intensity decreased by 
a factor of approximately four, while the width increased by only"' 30 %. 
Thus, a loss mechanism clearly must have been operating simultaneously 
with radial diffusion to account for the remaining decay (factor of 
4/ 1.3) during the 17-day interval. The associated t'-folding time (-- 15 
days) is somewhul shorter than would have been expected from Fig. 
41 (Section TVJ), in view of the fact that l.9-MeV electrons in the 
outer zone arc known to decay more slowly than 0.5-MeV electrons. 

The 15-<lay lif etimc deduced from Fig. 58 corresponds to D ... ~o.o I 
day- 1 (see Section 11. 7). If this pitch-angle diffusion coefficient is inserted 
in (3.40) or (3.45), however. the resulting radial-diffusion coefficient at 
L ~ I. 77 cannot exceed - 8 x 10- 7 day- 1 outside the Joss cone (see 
Fig. 30, Section 111 .7). Shell splitting thus fails by a factor ....., 7 to account 
for the radial difTusion illustrated in Fig. 58. In the absence of other 
known radial-d iffusion mechan isms that preserve£, it seems likely that 
the data should be analyzed at constant M and J (sec Section V.6). 

IV.7 Fluctuating Magnetospberic Fields 

Compared with the extensive spatial and spectral measurements of 
the trapped electron and proton populations. the observation of wavelike 
electric- and magnetic-field fluctuations (plasma turbulence) in the 
magnetosphere remains in the basic exploratory stage. Of the wavelike 
phenomena that have been observed. most are related to pitch-angle 
d ifTusion rat her than radial diffusion. The disturbances known lo prod ucc 
significant ratlial diffusion often extend coherently over the entire magne
tosphere (sec Sections JII.2 and ITJ.3) and so ii may be inappropriate 
to charncterize them as waves. 

As indicated in Section JI.5, electromagnetic waves propagating in 
the whistler mode are in the correct frequency band to cyclotron-resonate 
with radiation-belt electrons. AU the various types of VLF signals that 

3 7Divbion of the lime derivative of (FWHM)1 by 161n 2 yield$ a radial diffu~ion 
coefficient comp:itible with (3.42). For a profile as narrow as that in rig. 58, 
it is safe lo neglecr the teml L - 2 [?!l2D1.i)/oL](i'J1cL)F.x in the expansion of 
(3.42). 
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pro pagate in the whist ler mode (e.g., chorus. hiss. hooks, and whistlers) 
can in principle produce pilch-anglc diffusion. and it appears from 
satellite VLF data that only a small frai;tion of the measured VLF 
energy belongs to whistlers generated by lightning strokes (see Section 
II.3). Most of the wave energy is of magnetospheric origin 

0 6 

Fig. 59. Probability-of--0ccurrence distribution for wide-band VLF noise (0.2-
7.0 kHz) with magnetic amplitude > 1.8 m}' rms (root-mean-square). based on 
lnjun-3 obsen·ations at altitudes up to 2700 km [98]. 

Calculations have shown that root-me-an-square (rms) magnetic-field 
fi uctuations ~ I my in the frequency range of whistler-mode disturbances 
would be sufficient to account for the lifetimes shown in Fig. 41 for 
eled:rons that mirror at magnetic latitudes <. 20 w [ 43). Noise of this 
magnitude is a common occurrence at altitudes up lo -2700km in 
the invariant-latitude38 range 50" 70". The probability-of-occurrence 
distribution for VLF signals (~ 1.8rny) in the 0.2-7.0kHz band, as 
measured on the lnjun-3 S<'.! Lcllitc, is shown in Fig. 59 [98]. The VLF 

3 8Low-altilude satelli te data are frequen tly organi:r,ed with respect lo invariant 
magnetic latitude A, defined such that L,,,= sec2 A. The invariant latitude of a 
field line is the magnetic latitude at which the Lim: would intersect the earth's 
surface in a centered-dipole ideali1arion. 
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noise drops off sharply below A-50 - (L-- 2.5) and is also largely absent 
in the quadrant centered on midnight. The drop-off in disturbance 
below A....., 50 may account for the reduced electron loss rates (longer 
lifetimes) found at the lower L values (see Fig. 41). 

Measurements of energetic electrons (300 kcV lo 2.3 MeV) reveal 
a pronounced peat... in the profile of precipitating outer-Lone electrons 
[99]. The location of this peak is strongly correlated in L with the 
morningside location of the plasmapause (see Section 1.6). Further. 
the morningside location of the plasmapause is observed to correlate 
well with the occurrence of ELF emissions. Apparently the most intense 
pitch-angle difTusion of electrons into the loss-cone (xb> x> x") is that 
produced by the ELF emissions on the morning side of the magneto
sphere. The electrons subsequently drift in longitude to the South Atlantic 
"anomaly'' where they enter the atmosphere and are Jost from the 
radiation belts. 

In view of the coincidence in frequency, the Pc-4(-10 2 Hz) micro
pulsation observed at ATS I and shown in Fig. 18d (Section TT.3) 
may resonate with the bounce motion of ring-current protons (....., 15 kcV). 
At synchronous altitude, the wave was seen only in the ((compressional) 
component. Spectral analyses of B at ATS 1 and at College, Alaska, 
during this event are shown in Fig. (j() [100]. At College (which lies 
near the foot of the ATS-I field line) the oscillation was almost entirely 
noneompressional. The relative spectral intensities suggest a 2 % effi
ciency of mode conversion from an apparent magnetosonic wave at 
the equator (sec Scclion fl.5) to a transverse Alfven wave [see (2.51 b) 
Section fL6] in the lower ionosphere. 

For other disturbances. notably sudden impulses tsi) and sudden 
commcnccmcnts (sc), the magnetic-field perturbation seen on the ground 
is similar in magnitude to that seen in the magnetosphere at synchronous 
altitude·19. The factor relating such field perturbations seen on the ground 
and at ATS I is often compatible with that suggested in Fig. 9 (from 
the induced-dipole effect, Section 1.5). Thus. a sudden impulse in h 
[equation ( 1.45). Section 1.5] ideally produces 

s~ 0(hfh)(a/b)3 [3 BI -4 Bz(r/h)coscp] (4.02a) 

at the satcllilc (r = 6.6u, O=n/ 2) and 

B:::: 0(bf b)(aj b)3 (9 Bi/2) sin 0 (4.02 b) 

on the ground (I'= a). The <(J dependence of B on the ground should 
be negligible. according to (l.45). The addition of a conducting c-arth 

3~An ~c is followed by the main phase of a magnetic storm, while an ~i 
ii- not. 
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Fig. 60. Relative !>pectral den~ities of B. i. e., contributions to (B2) per unit 
fn:quency interval. at ATS I (open circle~) and College (filled circles) during 
Pc-4 evem ~hown in Fig 18d ( IOO]. Solid curves schematically trace central 
peak of each spectrum. Dashed curve represents inverse-square background com
mon LO bolh spectra. 

[in (4.02b)] makes 8, vanish at r=a. 111 this idealization, temporal 
variations of B are excluded (on a sudden-impulse time scale) from 
the region r <a. 

The magnetic spectral density !~:(w/2n) required in (3.13) is thus 
related to 88o((l)/2n),asobscrvixl on the ground, by the simple transforma
tion 

~Ii (m/2 n) ~ (9/4) sin 2 (1 f-R: (w/2 n) . (4.03) 

rr extraneous disturbances seen on the ground but not at the satellite 
k. g., resulting from currents localized in the ionosphere) are excluded 
from the spectrum by a careful search of the magnetograms for si's 
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and sc's, it becomes possible to estimate the magnitude of DLL due 
to the occurrence of these si's and sc's. By analogy with (3.20), the 
ground-based observations yield a spectral density 

,.,,, ( /
2 

) _ 2(-r~/t)I:(Ll B,,)2 

mown - 1 22 +w 7:d 
(4.04) 

which reduces to &ir1(w/2 n)~(2/w2 t) 'E(.1 Bo)2 in the limit w 2 d ~ l, i.e., 
for drift periods short compared to the characteristic decay time of 
an impulse. 

A four-year compilation of equivalent equatorial (O=n/2) data 
obtained from ground-based measurements is summarized in Table 
10 [JO I]. [f the probability of sc and si occurrence (per year) is multiplied 
by the product of the impulse-amplitude bin limits, the sum over all 
amplitude bins yields the estimate that (l/i-)L(LIB11)2 ~5.1l x 104 y2/yr 
<::::: I40y2/day. For w2 rjp 1, the sc's and si's thus apparently produce 
a radial-diffusion coefficient 40 

DLL-;;::;; 10- 8 (a/b)2 L10 day - •~10-io L1°day- • (4.05) 

for b= IOa. and y= l [ see (3.14), Section III.2]. 

Table JO. Summary of Magnetic fmpulses (1958- 61) 

Amplitude Frequency Contribution to (10/L)' 0 
DLi,, day - 1 

L1 Br1. y Events/yr Quasilinear Nonlinear 

> 100 0.5 0.17 0.25 
60- 99 l.8 0.20 0.31 
40- 60 2.3 0.10 0.12 
20- 40 2 l. 0.32 0.36 
5- 20 61. 0. 16 0.16 
~2 72.0. 0.05 0.05 

Total "'800 J.00 1.25 

Compiling a list such as Table 10 requires subjective judgements, 
and different investigators often disagree on the results. Values of DLL 

ranging from 2-4 X 10- ll L1°day- I (considering Only SC'S [102]) Up 
to4- 13 x 10- 9 L10day- •(both sc'sand si's [ 103]) have been reported 41• 

.i°This is the "quasilinear'" result. The "nonlinear"' result (last column) is inferred 
from the published results of a nonlinear calculation [LO I] by requiring agreement 
with "quasilinear'' theory for the smallest impulses. 

41The estimate of4-13x1Q-YL1° day- 1 was based upon a summary of 
sudden-impulse data from Explorer 12 as well as from ground-based records. 
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1958 2 APRIL ,_19_5_8 _____ 1_9 _J_U N_E_ 

Fig. 61. Horizontal (H) component of magnetic records from Honolulu Observa
tory, showing sudden impulse (si) recognized in official compilations of sucb 
data [l05] and similar nuctuations (unlabeled .arrows) not. present on. enough 
other magnetograms in lhcglobal network to qualify as rccogrnzed sudden impulses 
[104]. 

Values up to 2 x 10- 10 L 10 day- 1 can be obtained in place of (4.05) 
by slightly modifying the manipulation of the data of Table 10 [ 101]. 

Part of the subjectivity involved in the inspection of ground-based 
magnetometer records is illustrated in Fig. 61 [ 104]. Several features 
(designated by arrows) certainly look li ke sudden impulses, but only 
one (that labeled .si) is officially recognized as such in compilations 
of geomagnetic and solar data [105]. Jn the absence of any apparent 
morphological distinctions, it would seem that all events in Fig. 61 
should be included in (4.04). This apparently has not been done in 
Table 10, which lists only about 800 events per year. Moreover, many 
of the events designated by arrows in Fig. 61 have rise times r, and 
decay times rd that do not fit the pattern i,~2rr/Q3~tt1, where 2rc/Q3 
is the azimuthal-drift period of a radiation-belt particle. Such impulses 
will alter the functional form of fJ11((1)/2 rr), causing it to deviate (at 
high and low frequencies) from proportionality to w- 2• The radial-diffu
sion coefficient is accordingly reduced for particles having QJr!<.1, 
just as (4.04) suggests a reduction from (4.05) for QhJ $ J. In evaluating 
expressions for Du. in such cases, it is convenient to recall [cf (1.35), 
Section I.4] that 

12n/Q3I = (m.,/m0)(y/L)(y2
- 1)- 1 x 173.2min (4.06) 

at y = 1 in the dipole field (173.2~100V?;). 
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One way to avoid the subjectivity of visually identifying sc's and 
si's is to generate. directly from digitized magnetograms, a power spec
trum of the field variations. The result of such an analysis of data 
obtained on the ground at L;.;:;;2.7 is shown in Fig. 62 [106] and corre
sponds to an equatorial spectrum 

!.611(w/2n)';:;; I.Ox 10- 2 [(2n/w) -;-1 sec]2y2/Hz (4.07) 

at frequencies w/2n;S40mHz. According to (4.03) and (3.14), the spec
trum yields a radial-diffusion coefficient 

Dtt"::::: 1.2 x 10-11 L1°day - 1 (4.08) 
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Fig. 62. Spectral density ( 1-200 m Hz) of fluctuations in total field intensity B 
observed al Lebanon State Forest, New Jersey. Compilation includes all available 
da~a, regardless of local time or K p index [ 106]. 
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for equatorially mirroring particles (assuming b= IOa). This number 
is compatible with the maximum value ( ~ 13 x 10- r:, L 10 day - 1, see 
above) reported by an investigator using sc·s and si"s. but is slightly 
large compared to the total Du. that outer-zone particle observations 
appear to require (see Chapter V). The result given by (4.08) is "'JOO 
times that given by (4.05) for what is alleged to be the same diffusion 
mechanism, viz., the violation of <P by s udden magnetic perturbations. 

Part of the disagreement42 thal is noted among results differently ob
tained [<.f (4.0S)and following discussion] may arise from the production 
of ionospheric currents by impulses that are elt'Clroslatic in the magneto
sphere. Tbese currents would cause B-field perturbations that arc detect
able on the ground ((f Fig. 6'1) but insignificant in the outer zone. 
Another possibility is that magnetic-field perturbations in space are 
magnified by induced ionospheric currents to yield an enhancement 
on the ground that far exceeds the factor ....., 3/2 implied by (4.02). Such 
an effect may help to account for the fact that the diurnal variation 
ofBat the earth's surface during quiet periods is - JO times the amplitude 
....., 2y predicted [28] by ( J.45). 

According to (4.02) a sudden magnetic impulse should have a nearly 
<p-independent amplitude at the ground, but a strongly cp-dept:ndent 
amplitude (larger at noon than at midnight) in the vicinity of synchronous 
altitude. Comparisons of sudden-impulse amplitudes observed at ATS 
1 and on the ground at Honolulu (c.f Section lll.l) sometimes confirm 
this expected diurnal variation of their ratio, while at other times such 
comparisons are inconclusive [107]. As suggested above, the ionosphere 
(which is, on the average, a much better conductor by day than at 
night) may play a role that is not yet understood. 

The results indicated by (4.05) and (4.08) are thus su~ject to the 
considerable uncertainties lhat often surround the 4uantitalive applica
tion of ground-based observations to magnetospheric phenomena. Table 
10 covers a period of moderate solar and geomagnetic activity, and 
the consequent Du. given by (4.05) would perhaps have been larger 
at solar maximum and smaller at solar minimum (cf Fig. 51, Section 
IV.5). The data for Fig. 62 cover only a fow selected days in 1963 
and do not represent a true average of any sort. It is difficult in any 
case to reconcile the disparate values of Du. indicated by (4.05) and 
(4.08). 

For several of the larger impulses listed in Table 10, the ··quasilinear'' 
analysis leading to (3.13) could easily be inadequatl!. A pair of radiation 
belt particles initially coincident in L ( ~ 5) but 180 ' out of phase in 

4 2Aside from obvious considerations, such as the fact that the various data 
were acquired during different time periods. 
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drift could easily find themselves separated by .1 L ~ I following an 
impul-;c <:SO:· in amplitude [ ,f (3. 11 )]. Moreover. a random :.ucccssion 
of such large impulse' may violate (3.13) to some extent. by virtue 
of a nonJine<1rity in the relationship among L. dL!dt. and dbidt [£f 
(3.12). Section lll.2]. As a cons(.,·q uencc of this nonlinearity. the radial-dif
fusion coefficient implied by the dala of Table lO is probably somewhat 
larucr than (4.05) indicates, and the relative c.:onlribution of the larger 
impul,cs is somewhat enhanced ~see Table JO. last column) [IO t]. 

fV.8 Drift Echoe~ 

As noted in Section 111. L magnetic sudden impul"cs arc frequently 
followed by drift-periodic echoes in the outer-zone particle lluxcs. Figure 
23 {Section Ill. I) illustrated this phenomenon for unidirectional ( ~J 1 l 
electron lluxes al sym:hronous altitude. In Fig. 63. drift echoes are 
observed in the lluxcs measured by the same seven unidircction::il dcctron 
channels on the ATS- I -);ttcllitc r IOR]. The characteristic echo frequency 
observed in each distinctly echoing channel of Fig. 6~ is plotted (Fig. 
64)against che value of (}.i I) 1' corresponding Lo the rc'\pccLivc nominal 
electron energy. r he result mg linear relationship {\.\. ith a reasonable 
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magnitude for !h as shown below) confirms the drift-periodicity of 
the echocs,.3• If J 1 is proportional to L _, on the drift ~hell in question 
(</Section I L6). the typical spread in Q3 may be est imated as L1 Q3 -Q3/I 
for a given broad energy .:hannel. The drift-cd10 amplitude therefore 
decays with an e-folding lime ~ l/Q3 (- //2 rr drift periods) by virtue 
of phase mixing in <p 3 among particles detected in the same energy 
channel (sec Sections fl. I and Ill. l). 
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Fig. 64. l:mpirtcJI drift-cdm fr1..'l.jllcncics (filled cm;b) from Fig. 63 for nominal 
el.cctron energies r 1:·- I )moc ~. Theoretically t:Xpt:clt.'<.l d rifl fr< .. '\IUCl1Cies for purc
d1role field (dash1..'<.l line) and compressed-dipole field (solid lme) are deriv~ 
from (4.09~ 

The mag nil udc of Q, in Fig. 64 is smaller tha n would be ex pc(.;lcd 
in a dipole field (Ii = :c) for the same electron energy a nd <lrift·shell 
radius.For equatorially mirroring partid..:s tht: magnclospheric compres
sion represented by 81 111 { 1.45) acts to reduce the angular drift velocity. 
If B2 is neglected altogether in ( 1.45), the LXJuatorially mirroring particle 
sees a gu1ding-ecntcr force [if (3.32)] equal to - (.\,1 '1•)(c8/tr) in the 
radial direction. The n.:sulting azimuthal dnft is such that 

!23 = r"!r= (c/qB r)(,\1 ii'WB, c"'r) 

- - J B0 (1110 c/2q B2 ~·)(/ I lk/t1)1 (o/ r) 5
• (4.09) 

.. 
3The dcp..:nd..:ncc of !23 on J' is very weak (tf Fig. 7) and can be ncgkclcd 

here. even 1f the form of the pitch-angle distrihulion varies with dectron energy. 
The threshold energy ,., regarded as the nominal energy of partidt:l> lhal count 
m a given chanm:l. If th..: cm:rg~ spectrum were oddl)' shaped. or the threshold 
cn.crgy difficult to idcntif; from the detector countmg-cfficicncy curves i:1t[). it 
might be nec..:wiry to plot the function J (Ellc/Etf!2.,1~ 1 1 t:) against (}'~ -1 ).')' 
for each energ} channel ( /) m ordcr to 1dcnt1fy the mc.111 (or most probable) 
drift frcquenc\ and relative bandwidth. 
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where B= Bo(a1r)3 +B 1 (a/h)3
. The drift frequency expected from (4.09) 

is found to agree well with that observed in each energy channel (Fig. 
64). Mon:O\.cr, equation (4.09) clearly predicts that (<103/<°" r)L=O at 
r=(Bo/ 5Bi)1 3 b::::(rr/5)b~6.3£1, i.e .. at B=6Bi(a:b)3 ~ 150y. if h= !Ou. 
Thus. the drift frequency of a particle haYing y = 1 and a fi xed energy 
attains its maximum with respect to rat a location ...... o.Ja below syn
chronous altitudeJ..a.. 

Drift echoes arc produced because a sudden impulse differentially 
(with respect to 1p3) changes the energy and L value of a population 
of trapped particles. [n other words. the magnitudes of L1 E and .d L 
depend upon a JXtrlicle's drift phase at the instant of the impulse (sec 
Fig. 65) [ 55]. The effect of magneti<: impulses on a particle populat ion 
having J =0 can be estimated by referring to the model in Section 
I I 1.2. 
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Fig. 65. Schematic illustration of third-invariant violation by sudden comprcs:.ion 
of magnetosphere. H<.:ctrons initially on d ifferent drift paths (da~hcd curve~) arc 
accidentally 180 aparl in d rift pha~e at tiin~ of compression that puts them 
bolh onto the same, new drift shell. T he mean inward displacement and cncrgi.mtion 
is adiabatic. related Lo the global int'fease in Bi(a/bl3

• The particle energized 
o n the day side hus Lhus moved inward in L, while the particle less energ17<xl 
o n th.: night side has moved outward in L. as defined by ( 1.37). 

The equatorial B field seen by a particle in the magnetic-field model 
specified by ( 1.45) points in the - 0 ( = + z) direction and has a magnitude 

B"(r. cp; t) =B0 (a/r)3 + B1 (a/b)3 - B2 (aj bj-' (r/b)cos <p. (4.10) 

.... The accuracy of t4.09) i~ perturbed only to second order in Bi if th.: at.imuthal 
asymmetry of B 1s included in the calculation of Q 3. 
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According to Table 7 (Section III.2), a magnetic impulse induces an 
electric licld 

E0 (r. cp: l)~ (3.'2 c)((l!b)3 (db, dr)l 8 1(r,b) 

-(64/63) B2 (r/b)2 [ I + ( 13B1/831 B0 )(r,'b)3 cos q>] (·tl 1 a) 

+ (2 B2 ,'63 B0 )B2 (r /b)" cos2 cp j 

E,(r, <p; t) ~ - (4/7 c)(ti/b)3 (cl b/c/ /) : 82 (1· 1h)2 ( l - (9 8 1/5?. B0 )(r,'bJ3] sin cp 

-(7 8 2/25 8 0 ) 8 2 (r/h(' sin 2 <f1 : (4.11 b) 

in the equatorial plane (O= rr/2) of this magnetic-field model. 
For db/de = 0, an equatorially mirroring particle would follow a 

path of constant B, as given by (4.10). A sudden impulse (at time 
r =to) alters the vail•e of B seen by the particle; the rate of change 
is given by 

d B,/J t =(8 B,./i'! t} +C"(E.,I B){(J B)t• ,.)-c(t.,/ rB,.)(tlBjC <p) 

~ - (3/h)(a/h)3 (d h/tl t) f( 5/2) B 1 -(20/ 7) B!(r/b)cos <p] (4.12) 

to lowest order in i.:1 and c2 (see Section l.7). The resulting phase 
organization can be traced via Liouville's theorem (Section l.3). It can 
thus be shown that 

In f (M. J. L'"(l o }, <p3: 1; )- In ((At. J, L,,.Uo ): 1z;) 

::::: : 1 - (1 /2 ~·)( ~--,..I )(c"' In l _,'( In E)L (4.1 3) 

+ (1 / 3)(t In J.i.1<" In L..,)L ; In [ B~(I; )i 8.,(L 0 • cp 3)] 

for J =0. where B~= Bo/L,~ (sec Section 1.5). For an impulse with vanish
ing rise time and small ampl1tudc, it follows from (4. 12) that 

In [B,.(r; )/ B,. (10. <PJJ] 
~(5 L,;,/2 80 )[1 -(R Bi/7 JJ 1 )(L,,,a/b)coscp3] J [81 (a/bJ3

]. (4.14) 

where the drift phase cp3 is defined in terms of a particle's azimuthal 
coordinate cpat time 1 =to (see Section 1.5). Following Lhc sudden impulse, 
as B remains constant in lime, the evolution of J J.= p2f is given by 

In J.L(E, x = O. L,,,, 'P; tJ- <ln J.dE, x= O, L,,,, <p 3 )) 

~ [ 1 - [(;· + 1 )/21'] (<; In l _Jt In £ J1• + ( 1 /3)(i1 In J.J_!? In Lm)iJ (4.15) 

x ( - 20 L~, 8 2/7 8 1 8 0)(u/I?) ti [ B 1 (0/11)3] cos [ cp - Q 3(1 -10 )] • 

where Lhe angle brackets U\!notc the drift average for r> r0. Thus, as 
a resuJt of the impulse al t = to, th\! <;palial and spectral structure of 
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the pre\'iously (1<11)1 ··unperturbed" magnet?sphere unfolds . in time 
as the representative particles subst,,-quently drift past the satellite. 

According to (4.15). the drift echoes observed at local noon ((p= rr) 
will tend to ha\'e a smaller amplitude than chose seen at local midnight 
(q>""'O) ~cause of the factor L!. It follows that more e\enls \\.ill escape 
detection '"hen the ~tcllitc is at noon than when it is at midnight. 
A compilation of drift-echo events by probability of occurrence (fig. 
66) shows a diurnal variation having such an interpretation [l09]. 
Here electron drift-echo events have been counted subject to the require
ment that lnJ "oscillates'· with a peak-to-peak amplitude ?;: 1 /2. Gsrng 
a finer .. n.:-;olution", (LI Inf .Ll,,1,<: I/ JO. it is possible lo identify up to 
~ 20 drift-echo c"enb per day during periods of moderate gcomagnct ic: 
activity. 
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hg. 66. D1~1ribution of 200 1mtJOr drift-echo event:. idcntifi._-U in ATS-I. clcdron 
data during an S2·day interval, in term!> of sateUite local 11me at hcginnmg of 
even! [ 109]. 

·1 he compilation shown in Fig. 66 can be utilized. in principle, 
to estimate Du at synchronou;; altitude. If B1 is tentatively neglected 
in order lo simplify the field model [as in (4.09)] it can be shown 
without rurlher approximation that 

L- 2 rrn 2 U0 1<1r 1 =(r/e1)[1 -(B1/2 B0 )(r/b)3
] 

1 

L,,,=(U
0
/ B,.)1 '.l;.._(r/a)(l+(B 1/B0)(r/h).i] 1 

l. 

(4.J6a) 

(4.16b) 

where r i~ the equatorial drift-shell radius. At r= 6.oa 1t follows that 
L=7.37. L"' - 6. 16. and dL/dL,,,= 1.93. The radial-diffusion coefficient 
is thus given by 

JV.8 Drifl Echoe~ 

DLL =Id L,'d Ln,)2 1L.~ 2 r) r ( j In L,,/ } 

=Id L ,n,Y(L,~ 18 r1 ~ · (.:.! lnB, 1!> 
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=(dLtlL.,YtL,~ 144 r)l:(JlnB.l~r l·U7) 

=(cl L cl L,..)-(11~ 144 r)l.(J lnJ 1;,. 
+ : I -[1~•-:-1) 2 ,·]l('ln] t In L )1. -(1- lnJ.t tin BJ1. : ~. 

where fl/I denotes the pcak-lo-rx:ak amplitude. 
The term - (<,lnJ1 ,'(~lnB .. )1 in (4.17) is identical wirh the term 

.i.. (I /3~<lnJ1 nnL,,.)i: in (4.13) and (4.15). Jt can be estimated as ranging 
from~ 2 at £=0.4 MeY to -6 at t;= 1.5 M1.:V hy measuring the diurnal 
variation of the electron fluxes <1t ~yrn.:hronou~ alt itude on a suffil.:icnlly 
quiet day. A synchronous satdlitc measures a smaller flux in each 
energy channel at midnight lhctn al noon (see Fig. 50. Section 1V.5) 
because L,11 is larger al midnight than at noon r6.39 rs 5.95. according 
to (4.JO)]. The spectral index - (t~ln]_/Dlnl:.'h. a lso shows a variation 
with energy for outer-Lone electrons ( - I at f.."-0.4 MeY lo ~ 5 at 
E= 1.5 MeV). The divic;or of ( 1111.l 1 Jir in (4.17) is therefore of order 
unity~:;. indica ting that 'I lnJ (as :-.ecn hy the obser\'er) is roughly 
equal to Llln8,, (a~ se1.:n by a partide with <P 3 -rr). According to (4. 12). 
the value of dB)dt is 4.6 time~ as large for tp3=7r as for 1p3 = 0; strictl} 
speaking, (<'l ln B. lr 1, is the clifl"i.•re11n· between the change in In Be exper
ienced by a part1de at noon and that seen by a particle at midnight. 

Figure 66 indicates an <ncragc of twn drift-echo e\ents per day 
for which IJlnl ~)pp~ I 2. As '\Ome event~ ha\-c amplitudes larger than 
the nominal threshold. the estimate that (I -).[ (.1lnJ 1 )~p"' I day - 1 

appears reasonable. It then follow" from (4. 17) that DLL ...... lday- 1 

.... 10- 9 L1° day I at synchronous altirnde (using L=7.37. as nOll?d 
abo\e). This result is in line with diffusion coefTic1cnts extracted from 
other data (cf Section JV.7 a nd Chapter V). The result can b.: extrapolated 
to l~4 by using 14.10) and (4.11) 111 l'ull. i.e., rctaming lenm of order 
d. d. G1 c;. and so on. T he diffusion codlicicnl I hus calculatcxl for 
magnetic sudden impulse~ ha~ the properly tha t (l / 2rJ<(<'l Lm)2

) at 
L.,,=6.16 is approximately (2/3)(6.l(i) 10 times the value of Du, at Lm= l. 
Since (d lid L,,,) 2

-:::;; 15/4 al L,,, = 6.16, it follows 1 hat 

Du.~ (3/2)(4/ 15)(L/6. I 6) 111 x 1day - 1 

-5x10 ''J.1Vday -• (4.18) 

~ ~The r<1ctor : I -[I;· -I l) ]y lft'lnJ ,t In [}1 - 1tlnJ.L 1' ln B •. Jt.l apparent!} W~l\ 
posllite 00 22 h:bruary 1967 tJ 1g. 2J). ·1 he dat<1 shO\\ a mmunum in the flux 
.u <:>3 ~rt and a ma,\imum al y J-0 ,1flc1 a sudden decrease of BL. 
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I- ii!. 67. h 11kn1:.: of proton <lrirt t:<.:ho.:s 1111t1atcd by 'uddcn commencement at 
0404 GT am.I observed al ATS I near lucal midnighl. Dashc<l <.:urn.;s rcprt•scnt 
prcd1c1ed llux mtxlulation ba1'cd on sh;1pc ~f initial pulse. ent:rgy spectrum. a1~d 
<lct.:i:tur rc~pt111:.c function for each umdm.:cttonal chunncl. a~ummg a Mead-W1l
hams magnl'lo~phcre with l1=9a and B,=.W;· f l lOl 
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at L:'.S4. It 1s important. however, to recognize that the parameters 
inserted in (4.17) to obtain this result are subject to serious uncertainties . 
and that confidence in the numerical magnitude of this DLL must be 
tempered at:cordingly. 

Drift echoes have also been detected (following a sudden commence
ment) in the proton flux at ATS I. A.,, discussed in Section IV.3, proton 
enhancements and their subseq ucnt decay are frequently observed at 
synchronous altitude following a sudden change in the carth"s magnetic 
field. T he proton data plolled in t-ig. 67 show that one or two additional 
enhancements of the flux follow the initial (large) enhancement that 
coincides with the sudden commencement [ 110]. The dashed curves 
on the figure are the predicted proton intensities. accord ing to a model 
that the initial flux enhancement is localized in a JO ~ sector of longitude. 
The proton spectrum in the model is taken to be the proto n spectrum 
at the peak of the enhancement. As the protons sub~cquently drift 
around the earth. they disperse in drift phase. Since the satellite instru
ment detec.:ts protons that vary in energ} over a finite ··window ... the 
echo of the sc-assoc1ated enhant:emcnt dispcr~es with time. By computer 
simulat ion of the detector response, it is found that satisfactory agreement 
with the observations can be achieved by using a Mead-Williams magne
tosphere (see Section l.5) with b= 9a and B,=40y. 

The protons in Fig. 67 are the solar-flare protons which have rdativcly 
free acccs:> to the outer regions of the magnetosphere (Section IV.3). 
Since they undoubtedly experience radial diffusion, it is possible for 
the magnetosphere to trap some of them. These captured solar-flan.: 
protons may ultimately diffuse radially {at constant M and J) into 
the inner magnetosphere where they would contribute to the high-energy 
proton population. 


